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OUR STORY  

Named after one of our valued Chinese clients in Chengdu, Sichuan province, Oh Carol shares similar 

characterises to our much-loved GS Limited Release Cabernet Sauvignon 2015.  

Representing excellent wine on the value scale, we are lucky to have a handful of cases of Oh Carol 

available as over run from an export order.   

Like the GS series, we describe Oh Carol as “Gold & Sunshine in a bottle”.  

Sunshine is the primary ingredient to reliable grape production and each year in the Limestone Coast 

we get long hot and sunny days that ensure we can ripen our grapes reliably and to produce 

consistent results. Golden sunsets herald the end of each day during the growing season. 

The back bone of this wine is cabernet from Tynan’s View Vineyard suitably blended with cabernet 

grapes from within the district to give the wine its predictable balance and district nuance.  

PHILOSOPHY OF THE WINE 

Like all our wines, Oh Carol is made to the requirements of the company owner and vigneron. Since the 

first vintage in 2003 the GS range, including Oh Carol, has been the pride of Tynan’s View owner. Built 

upon a philosophy of creating varietal styles that demonstrates winemaking humility and providing an 

elegant drinking experience, the GS range offers reproducible wine style drawn from the Coonawarra 

GIS. 

VIGNERON NOTES 

This wine has a strong style with classic mint nose and berry tobacco and must flavours, it has a 

vibrancy that excites the palate wanting you to taste again. It is made well with progressive oak 

exposure during maturation which has resulted in a fine wine that will continue to improve with bottle 

age. 

VIGNERON    KEN WALDRON 

VARIETY      CABERNET SAUVIGNON 

REGION       COONAWARRA 

VINEYARD     TYNAN’S VIEW SINGLE VINEYARD 

VINTAGE      2015 

PRODUCTION VOLUME: 12,000 BOTTLES 

ALCOHOL     14.5% 

OAK TREATMENT SUBTLE USE OF FRENCH OAK OVER 18 MONTHS 

AWARDS AUSTRALIAN&NEW ZEALAND BOUTIQUE WINE SHOW- SILVER 


